
Abstract
Forward geophysical modeling of copper porphyry systems is 

accomplished using geologic inputs from rock-scale to deposit-scale. 
This research represents an expansion of the rock properties used for 
electromagnetic modeling of bulk apparent resistivity. Generalized 
Effective Medium Theory of Induced Polarization (GEMTIP, Zhdanov, 
2006) is used to predict electromagnetic behavior of individual rock 
types within a porphyry system. For a disseminated sulfide bearing 
rock GEMTIP theory inputs include sulfide grain size, grain 
eccentricity, sulfide volume fraction, matrix resistivity, sulfide 
conductivity, and two empirical parameters: the geometric factor and 
the relaxation coefficient that must be derived from experimental data. 
Previous models such as the Cole-Cole model (Cole K.S., 1941) do 
not incorporate the above rock-scale geologic information. 

For deposit scale modeling an Integral Equation Electromagnetic 
(IEE) forward modeling code developed by the Center for 
Electromagnetic Modeling and Inversion (CEMI) is used (Zhdanov and 
Lee, 2005). A new interface to allow modeling of geometrically 
complex geologic systems was developed for the IEE forward 
modeling code. This interface allows the 3D modeling of a simplified 
porphyry model. Both the rock type and associated electric properties 
(approximate) are used for synthetic data creation. After construction 
of the general model parameters such as ore body geometry, ore body 
depth, sulfide volume fraction, and rock resistivity, values can be 
easily changed to better understand the geophysical response of each 
parameter. With advances in forward modeling and inversion, 
detection and discrimination capability will improve for porphyry 
systems and other geologic targets, leading to greater efficiency in 
mineral exploration.

 Effective resistivity model
The Generalized Effective Medium Theory of Induced Polarization 
(GEMTIP) allows the rock conductivity to be predicted as function of 
frequency based on its composition at the grain-scale. The effective 
resistivity of the polarized inhomogeneous medium composed of a 
matrix with l types of spherical grains is given by equation (1):

Figure 1: Conceptual illustration of disseminated mineralization. The 
figure illustrates the basic geometrical input parameters for 
modeling with the Generalized Effective Medium Theory of Induced 
Polarization (GEMTIP) including grain size, grain eccentricity (if 
using an ellipsoidal model) and matrix. The number of minerals is 
not limited by the GEMTIP theory. Geoelectircal input parameters 
are described in Table 1.

Table 1: GEMTIP parameter descriptive guide.

Porphyry system overview 
and model development

Figure 2: Areal photo of Lakeshore porphyry copper deposit Pinal 
County, AZ. The deposit is buried below 150 meters of Tertiary 
volcanics and sediments and a thin layer of Quarternary gravels. The 
pit diameter is 0.94 km while the crop circles in the background are 
0.75 km in diameter. The elevation of the pit rim is 427 meters above 
sea level.

Figure 6: Representation of a simplified porphyry system that can be 
easily modeled using CEMI IEE codes. This representation 
incorporates the classic zones of a porphyry deposit and a normal 
fault.

Figure 3: A cross-
sectional view of an 
idealized porphyry 
copper system shown 
in magmatic 
hydrothermal phase 
(after Sillitoe 1973).

Figure 4: Cross-
sectional view of a 
porphyry copper 
deposit following 
weathering and 
supergene enrichment. 
 Enriched zone shown 
in dark gray leached 
cap shown in dark red.

Figure 5: Schematic 
Southwest US copper 
porphyry 
geological/geophysical
model (J. Inman, pers. 
Commun.) containing 
basic scale 
information, geologic 
units, and geoelectrical 
properties. A normal 
fault shown on the left 
side.

Rock-scale modeling

Figure 7: Bingham chalcopyrite ore. A) Hand sample with 
approximately five percent chalcopyrite (yellow mineral). B,C) 
Enlargements of insets in A showing disseminated 
chalcopyrite.

Figure 8: Silver Bell ore. This sample contains approximately 
7.5 percent chalcopyrite (yellow gold colored mineral) and 7.5 
percent pyrite (pale gold colored mineral). A) Hand sample. 
B,C) Enlargements of insets in A showing disseminated 
chalcopyrite and pyrite. This rock would be located between the 
chalcopyrite and pyrite zones in the Simplified Porphyry Model 
(Figure 6).

Figure 9: Effective resistivity of Bingham and Silver Bell ores 
calculated with GEMTIP. A) Real part of total effective 
resistivity plotted as a function of frequency  B) Imaginary 
part of effective resistivity. The peak IP response occurs 
when the ratio of the imaginary part of effective resistivity to 
the real part is largest. As modeled, the peak IP response of 
the Bingham ore occurs at 500 Hz while the peak IP 
response of the pyrite containing Silver Bell or occurs at 50 
Hz. The difference in in peak IP response frequency could be 
used for mineral discrimination.

Table 2: GEMTIP parameters for modeling of Bingham and 
Silver Bell ore.

Deposit-scale model

Figure 11: The framework for porphyry forward modeling using the CEMI developed code IBCEM3DIP 
for MATLAB . The diagram shows the anomalous domain, the location of the survey line, the layered 
earth background, and the inhomogeneous background (IBC) body for the data presented in figures 12 
and 13. For the data presented the enriched zone is 80 meters thick and 150 meters deep. Additionally 
the geoelectric parameters used for the forward modeling are indicated in the legend. The values used 
for resistivity and phase are based on the values of the Southwest US copper porphyry 
geological/geophysical model (Figure 5).

Fit to Empirical Data

Figure 10: Fit of GEMTIP predicated data with 
empirical data of Ostrander and Zonge’s 1978 
rock-scale Induced Polarization study. The good fit 
of the GEMTIP modeled data with the empirical 
data indicates GEMTIP can accurately model peak 
IP response of the rocks measured by Ostrander 
and Zonge. Ostrander and Zonge studied 
chalcopyrite and pyrite bearing synthetic rocks with 
known matrix resistivities. Synthetic rocks bearing 
either pyrite or chalcopyrite at specific grain sizes 
were constructed using a cement (matrix) of known 
resistivity. After the construction of each rock, the 
frequency of the peak IP response was measured. 
Results from this study are plotted as the solid 
squares and solid triangles. The gray shading 
indicates the range of grain sizes for each 
measurement of maximum IP response, for 
example the pyrite synthetic rock plotted at 2.5 mm 
contains pyrite grains from 2 mm to 3 mm.

Table 3: GEMTIP parameters for fit with Ostrander and 
Zonge's 1978 data.

Summary and future work
Recent developments in IP theory and forward modeling have opened the door to further our 

understanding the IP effect in both mineral and petroleum exploration leading to better detection 
and discrimination capabilities. The development of GEMTIP now allows the inclusion of rock-
scale parameters such as mineralization and/or fluid content, matrix composition, porosity, 
anisotropy, and the polarizability of the formations. The capability to model the IP effect on the 
rock-scale in maturing.

Initial testing shows GEMTIP is able to fit empirical data. As with any new concept, additional 
comparisons will be necessary to test the robustness of the GEMTIP model. Rock-scale 
measurements will be conducted in the summer of 2006.

To further understand a porphyry system through electromagnetic forward modeling, a 
simplified porphyry model was created for use with the IBCEM3DIP code.  Using the simple 
porphyry model and code, optimal survey configuration and ore body detectability can be studied.

Deposit-scale results

Figure 12: Apparent resistivity pseudosection for 1 Hz data. A 
pseudosection is created by plotting the computed apparent 
resistivity as a function of N-spacing and horizontal position. N-
spacing refers to the separation of the transmitting dipole and 
receiving dipole as a multiplier of the dipole spacing. For this 
200m dipole-dipole survey configuration an N-spacing of three 
would indicate the center transmitting dipole is 600 m from the 
center of the receiving dipole. N-spacing can be difficult to directly 
correlate with actual depth. A conductivity low blankets the ore 
body in the center. Influence of the fault is seen in the right side of 
the psuedosection where the apparent resistivity is higher and 
creates left to right asymmetry in the response produced by the 
ore body. This representation of the data is useful in finding the 
horizontal extent of the ore body, but does not indicate depth to 
the ore body or vertical extent. An inversion may be useful to 
determine these parameters.

Figure 13: Apparent phase pseudosection for 1 Hz data. Apparent 
phase is computed from the angle formed between the real and 
imaginary part of the apparent resistivity. Apparent phase is 
plotted in the same manner as the apparent resistivity 
pseudosection. A phase anomaly due to the ore body is symmetric 
about the center. Phase anomalies can indicate the presence of 
sulfide mineralization. Influence of the fault is not seen in the 
phase data as it does not have a strong IP response. Again, this 
representation of the data is useful in finding the horizontal extent 
of the ore body, but does not indicate depth to the ore body or 
vertical extent.

Table 4: Modeling 
parameters for 
synthetic data 
presented in 
figures 12 and 13.
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